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Abstract 

Functionality and Efficiency Improvement of miRCheck, a Popular 

Program for microRNA Structure Prediction 

by 

 

Parika Bandyopadhyay, M.A. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2014 

Supervisor: Stanley Roux 

 

  Plant and animals both contain non-coding small RNAs that play important roles 

in their growth, development and responses to biotic and abiotic stresses. MicroRNAs are 

short (20-24nt), endogenously expressed, and a well characterized class of small RNAs, 

which are derived from processing longer, hairpin-like precursors. Discovery of most 

miRNAs relies upon either of two methods: i) molecular cloning of small RNAs or ii) 

prediction of miRNA genes based on conserved sequences, and secondary structures of 

known miRNAs using computational tools.    

miRCheck is a popular computational tool chain comprised of various Perl scripts 

for identifying and profiling plant miRNA genes. The program serves two purposes:  

1. Identifying miRNA homologs in target genomic or cDNA sequences using a 

given small RNA library, 
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2. Searching for all potential miRNA precursor loci across the target genome 

based on evolutionarily-conserved structural features without any reference small RNA 

library to compare with. 

miRCheck builds upon several popular tools like patscan, RNAfold, einverted, 

and connects them to provide a complete tool chain for identifying miRNAs. Although 

miRCheck is a very well designed tool chain, it still has a few issues that need to be 

addressed to enhance its functionality and efficiency. This work analyzes the working 

mechanism of miRCheck, proposes some methods to enhance its efficiency and 

functionality, and implements those in a modified tool chain, py-miRCheck, in Python.  

To process a long genome sequence, miRCheck looks at small segments and 

serially evaluates them leading to long run times. Even in a high performance computing 

node, it takes days to process a standard sized reference genome obtained from NCBI 

repository. It highlights the inefficiency in the program. On the functionality side, there 

are several issues that need to be addressed for usability improvements: i) lack of 

parameterized design, ii) procedural design, iii) lack of GUI interface for running the tool 

chain, and iv) deployment-related problems. In this work, I address all these areas and 

also parallelize the tool chain to improve its efficiency by over a factor of 3. I also 

provide a Django-based prototype web front end to submit queries on a genome 

sequence. In summary, this work improves the usability of this tool chain to a great 

extent. 
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Chapter 1:  Introduction: MicroRNAs 

Plants and animals both contain non-coding small RNAs, which play important roles in 

their growth, development and responses to biotic and abiotic stresses (Wan, et al., 2012). 

MicroRNAs are a well characterized class of endogenously expressed small RNAs (20-

24nt), which are derived from processing longer hairpin-like precursors (Jones-Rhoades, 

2010). They modulate post-transcriptional gene regulation in eukaryotes by using 

sequence-specific and transacting mechanisms. Discovery of most miRNAs rely upon 

either of the two following methods: i) molecular cloning of small RNAs or ii) prediction 

of miRNA genes based on evolutionary conservation of sequences, and secondary 

structure of known miRNAs by using computational tools (Llave, Rector, & Carrington, 

2002) (Lu, et al., 2006) (Park, Li, Song, Messing, & Chen, 2002) (Rajagopalan, 

Vaucheret, Trejo, & Bartel, 2006) (Reinhart, Weinstein, Rhoades, Bartel, & Bartel, 

2002).  

Molecular cloning and bioinformatics approaches nicely complement each other. While 

molecular cloning is the most direct way of discovering new miRNAs, computational 

approaches are the most efficient way of mining homologs of miRNAs in databases of 

genomic or cDNA sequences. Computational approaches help establish the copy number 

and the range of evolutionary conservation of the miRNAs (Jones-Rhoades, 2010). 

 

miRCheck (miRCheck Tutorial) is a popular tool chain for identifying and profiling plant 

miRNA genes. This work analyzes the working mechanism of miRCheck, proposes some 

methods to enhance the efficiency and functionality of the existing tool chain, and 

implements those methods to develop a modified tool chain. 
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MICRO RNA BIOGENESIS 

It is important to understand biogenesis of microRNAs in order to understand the 

model on which microRNA structure prediction computational methods are built. 

Precursors of microRNAs are much longer RNAs with imperfect hairpins. 

Dicer-like enzymes excise mature miRNAs (20nt- 24nt long) from these hairpins (Leigh-

Ann & Paul R.Murphy, 2010) (Jones-Rhoades, 2010) (Mathew W Jones-Rhoades & 

David P Bartel, 2004). The double stranded portion of the hairpin serves as the precursor 

of each mature miRNA. The initial excision gives rise to a duplex composed of 20~22nt 

RNAs, one of which becomes the mature miRNA and the other one (complementary to 

the miRNA and referred to as miRNA*) is ultimately degraded 

RNA-induced silencing complex is loaded preferentially with the miRNA of the 

miRNA: miRNA* duplex (Hammond SM, Bernstein E, Beach D, & Hannon GJ, 2000). 

The loaded miRNA serves as a guide in posttranscriptional repression of mRNA targets.  

Eukaryotic genomes encode hundreds of miRNAs that collectively affect the 

expression of about one third of all genes. To process and understand the data obtained 

from mapping smallRNA libraries against the whole genome of a particular organism or 

to identify potential miRNA precursors in a genome, we must rely on computational 

methods. To develop algorithms for miRNA structure prediction, we need to understand 

how miRNAs work. The next chapter will explain the working mechanism of a popular 

small RNA structure prediction program named miRCheck. 
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Chapter 2:  miRCheck:  Overview and analysis 

Functionality of different scripts of original miRCheck  

Identifying miRNAs is a multi-step process where each stage uses a different 

stand-alone program. miRCheck is comprised of Perl scripts for linking these programs 

that are implemented as wrappers to these programs and also converts data from output 

format of one stage to input format of the next. A total of six scripts are included in the 

miRCheck package, each serving a different purpose.  The program serves two purposes 

(Mathew W Jones-Rhoades & David P Bartel, 2004): (1) identifying miRNA homologs 

in target genomic or cDNA sequences from a given smallRNA library and, (2) searching 

for all potential miRNA precursor loci across the target genome based on evolutionarily-

conserved structural features without any reference small-RNA library.  

Potential miRNAs and precursors will either “pass” or “fail” miRCheck 

depending upon whether they meet all structural requirements or lack one or more. The 

tool chain builds upon several popular tools like patscan (M, N, & R., 1997 Dec;13(12)), 

RNAfold (Lorenz, et al., 2011) (Hofacker & Stadler, Memory Efficient Folding 

Algorithms for Circular RNA Secondary Structures, 2006) (Hofacker, et al., 1994) 

(Hutvagner G & Zamore PD, 2002) (McCaskill, 1990) (Zuker & Stiegler, 1981) and 

einverted (Pearson, Zorbas, Price, & Zannis-Hadjopoulos, 1996 Oct;63(1)), and connects 

them to provide an end-to-end solution. The package includes following Perl scripts 

(miRCheck Tutorial): 

1. run_patscan.pl: This script calls a mapper named patscan (M, N, & R., 1997 

Dec;13(12)), which maps smaller nucleic acid sequences against the whole reference 

genome sequence file allowing inserts, deletes and replacements in the match according 

to given conditions. It reads one fasta sequence at a time, writes it to a file and runs 
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patscan to map it to a reference genome sequence file. The output of this tool specifies all 

possible matches for each sequence being compared in form of a ‘hit’ file that contains 

the start, end and the match type (sense/anti-sense). Detail description of how to run the 

script and example input and output file formats are available at (miRCheck Tutorial). 

2. retrieve_genomic_regions.pl: This script retrieves the genomic regions identified by 

patscan as potential miRNA loci using the hit file generated by patscan. It also takes a 

window size to consider additional bases on each side of the found match and stores in a 

file. This serves as a format converter between patscan and RNAfold, which is used in the 

next step. 

 

 

3. evaluate_miRNA_candidates.pl: This script evaluates secondary structures of 

potential miRNA candidates by calling RNAfold (Lorenz, et al., 2011) to run on the 

Figure 1: Flow chart of first three miRCheck scripts 
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output from retrieve_genomic_region.pl. RNAfold is a popular tool that predicts 

secondary structure of potential RNAs. The output from this step gets evaluated by the 

script for secondary structure evaluation of miRNA candidates. The relationship of these 

three scripts is depicted in Figure 1. 

4. run_einverted.pl: This script takes the whole genome or the cDNA sequence of an 

organism as input and tries to find inverted repeats by calling einverted (emboss) on it. 

Breaks input fasta sequences up into fragments of specified size that overlap by a certain 

length. It calls einverted on each fragment, saving data in a temporary file, and later 

parses it to remove redundant inverted repeats (from overlapped fragments). 

 

  

Figure 2: Flow chart of last three miRCheck scripts 

5. fold_inverted_repeats.pl: This script retrieves sequences of inverted repeats by taking 

the output from run_einverted.pl, and translating it to remove any unrecognized bases 
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from the sequence. It calls RNAfold on this processed data and stores in a specified output 

file to be used in the next stage.  

6. extract_einverted_20mers.pl: This script takes file of RNAfold output and extracts 

20mers that meet miRNA foldback requirements. miRCheck also implements a Perl 

module (in miRcheck.pm file) that checks potential miRNAs against a set of 

requirements, and returns orientation of miRNA for those that pass all requirements and 

returns the first requirement failed otherwise. This script parses the output of the 

miRcheck method and identifies potential 20mer miRNA candidates. The program flow 

of this set of three scripts is shown in Figure 2. 

 

Room for improvement 

Although miRCheck is a very well designed tool chain, it still has a few areas for 

improvement that would increase its functionality and efficiency.  

Serial processing of sequences 

To process a long sequence, miRCheck serially processes and evaluated short 

segments, which causes long run times. As these sequences can be evaluated 

independently a straight forward way of improving its efficiency is through process level 

parallelism. 

Lack of parameterized design 

miRCheck does not have parameterized design. To change from the default 

configuration, user needs to change it in the Perl source file. For example, to try out a 

different ‘gap’ or ‘threshold’ while running einverted, one needs to change the variables 

in run_einverted.pl file. Often one needs to run a sweep study with different values of 
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these variables, and one needs to manually change each variable in the source file and 

run. This can be improved by setting these as arguments to the script with some 

reasonable default values. 

Procedural design 

 The miRCheck codebase is designed in a procedural manner which makes code 

readability and reusability harder. This can be addressed by coalescing common methods 

in one file and also designing the structures in an object oriented manner. 

Lack of GUI interface for running the tool chain 

miRCheck does not have a user friendly graphical interface. User can only use it 

in a command-line environment in UNIX. A web interface to the tool chain will improve 

its usability to a great extent. 

Deployment related problems 

As mentioned above, miRCheck depends on several other tools. Often 

dependence on 3
rd

 party tools becomes a hindrance for users of miRCheck, because they 

need to install all required 3
rd

 party tools separately. Therefore, deployment of miRCheck 

is always a challenging task for Biologists. Also, many of the package dependencies are 

hard-coded in the scripts. One needs to change these paths before running the tool chain. 

It can be improved by designing mechanisms to automatically install third party tools 

when needed. 

It is important to address these problems to increase the efficiency of the tool 

chain (reduce the runtime). It is essential to increase the efficiency of the tool chain while 

dealing with big data, otherwise submitted jobs get killed in the cluster as the process 

becomes extremely expensive because of file writes and reads. 
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Proposed solutions 

This work analyzes the working mechanism of miRCheck, proposes some 

methods to enhance the efficiency and functionality of the existing tool chain, and 

implements those methods to develop a modified tool chain. The tool chain is developed 

in Python, whereas the original miRCheck is written in Perl. Python is one of the most 

popular scripting languages for writing bioinformatics tools because of its ease of 

readability and maintainability. 

The methods used in this work to solve the above mentioned functionality 

problems are listed below: 

Functionality 

i) miRCheck does not have parameterized design. To change from the default 

configuration, one manually needs to change it in the Perl source file. This study used the 

argparse module of Python to provide the flexibility of changing parameters at runtime. 

ii) The miRCheck codebase is designed in a procedural manner. This work 

addresses this issue by rewriting the code in an object-oriented fashion for improved 

readability and maintainability. 

iii) A Django based user friendly GUI has been developed for running the tool 

chain. At this site, a user can upload or select from reference genome sequences and map 

sequences using an intuitive web-interface. Although the website builds on some 

bootstrap templates, it is customized heavily with CSS and JavaScript with Django-based 

dynamic content generation backend. 

iv) Dependence on 3
rd

 party tools (RNAfold, patscan) was a hindrance for 

usefulness with the original tool chain. This study introduces a feature that will provide 
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the user with an option to automatically install the 3
rd

 party tools and set up the 

environment. 

Efficiency 

The most important part of this work is increasing the efficiency of the 4
th

 script 

of miRCheck tool chain run_einverted.pl. The original script evaluates each sequence 

serially against the whole genome file. It runs mutually independent procedures 

sequentially. The modified script run_einverted_parallel.py makes the process more 

efficient through parallelization of the workload. It creates a pool of worker processes 

that get a string as input from the master process. The multiprocessing module 

(Multiprocessing) has been used to partition the work among worker processes, which 

improved the speed of the program by about 3X. 

Implementation of these solutions resulted in a modified miRCheck tool chain 

(py-miRCheck) that is easy to use and about three times faster than the original 

miRCheck. A detailed evaluation of the performance improvements with py-miRCheck is 

provided in the result section of this report.  
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Chapter 3: Implementation 

The py-miRCheck tool chain is composed of several components that are 

similarly named as their Perl based miRCheck counterparts. It also uses other common 

utility scripts housing common methods for better code reusability and modularity. The 

structure of the distribution is provided in the following table: 

Table 1: py-miRCheck scripts 

Utilities Tool chain steps 

setupEnv.py 

utils.py 

run_patscan.py 

run_einverted_parallel.py 

retrieve_genomic_regions.py 

fold_einverted_repeats.py 

extract_einverted_Nmers.py 

 

setupEnv.py: automatically install required utilities  

miRCheck is built as a wrapper to various existing popular tools to provide an 

integrated solution to the process of identifying miRNAs. Before running miRCheck, one 

must install related tools, which is a tedious process for Biologists. Also, this poses a 

noticeable problem to the usability of the tool chain as one not only needs to install those 

third party tools, but also has to change to path of the miRCheck installation directory in 

the scripts. py-miRCheck solves this problem by automatically checking for existing 

installation of these tools locally and installing and setting up the dependencies if some 

are found to be missing from the system. It maintains a list of required tools and checks 

whether they are present in the system path. The modules used for this functionality are 

listed in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Packages used 

Package Functionality 

Urllib Downloads utilities 

Tarfile Decompresses downloaded archived utilities  

Subprocess Runs commands to install utilities 

Utils.py: Common utilities  

This module provides a set of basic infrastructures. The key pieces are: 

1. Assert: Built on the traceback python module, Assert provides the capability to 

print error messages along with the call stack of the problem.  This aids 

debugging when the code fails. 

2. FastaParser: This class handles the read-write operations for Fasta formatted 

files. Each Fasta sequence has a header that starts with symbol ‘>’ and is followed 

by a name or identifier for the sequence that follows it. It also maintains a map of 

headers and sequences for fast access. In order to iterate through all the sequences 

in a Fasta file, this class also provides an iterator interface. 

3. Logger: Built on the logging module of python, this class displays all messages 

on the console and a log file. 

4. revcomp: Computes the reverse complement of a sequence using the 

bytes.maketrans and string.translate routines (Python, 3.1). 
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run_patscan.py: a wrapper to run the scan_for_matches tool 

This script uses the argparse module to interpret user inputs such as number of 

insertions, deletions and mismatches while scanning a sequence for matches. It uses the 

subprocess module to launch instances of the scan-for-matches tool. It also parses all 

outputs from the tool and stores them in a file to be used in later steps of the tool chain. 

retrieve_genomic_regions.py: interpreting patscan results 

The functionality of this script is identical to retriece_genomic_regions.pl script 

in miRCheck tool chain. It uses the python regular expression module re (Regular 

expression operations, 3.1) to match patterns from a miRNA match file and collecting 

more data from the reference genome file. 

run_einverted_parallel.py: Parallel identification of einverted repeats 

This script is used to run the einverted tool. In miRCheck, this was done 

sequentially, making it a bottleneck in analyzing any large sequence file. Using the pool 

class from the multiprocessing module (Multiprocessing), this script creates a pool of N 

processes waiting for tasks by launching N copies of the einverted tool on N parts of the 

sequence file. Because one segment of the sequence is not dependent on another, it 

provides good scaling with the number of processes. The concept of data-parallel 

operation consists of two steps: map and reduce. The former refers to mapping data-

parallel tasks to individual processes that work on small segments of the problem, and the 

latter processes the output of the map stage and combines the result in a consolidated 

output file. run_einverted_parallel.py utilizes this principle and greatly enhances 

throughput of data processing over its miRCheck equivalent script. Parallelizing this 

process has a huge impact on the speed of this step, which is the slowest among all the 
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steps in miRCheck. A detailed evaluation of the improvement is presented in the next 

chapter. 

fold_einverted_repeats: folding einverted repeats with RNAfold  

This script inputs the output file of einverted repeats and converts it to a format 

that RNAfold understands. It then launches RNAfold to perform folding of sequences. It 

builds heavily on utils.py script and regular expressions. 

 extract_einverted_Nmers.py: Processing RNAfold output 

Using the argparse module, this script provides a parameterized interface to 

accept different user configurations. It also uses the re (Regular expression operations, 

3.1) module to specify the regular expressions for searching patterns. 

These scripts tie together building py-miRCheck, which is a complete tool chain 

and faster alternative to original miRCheck scripts. Using the argparse module, each of 

the scripts provides configurability to the user, allowing one to evaluate different 

parameter combinations by altering them from command line. Common classes and 

methods are consolidated in the utilities scripts for better code reuse and maintainability. 

User friendly web-interface to the tool chain  

In many cases running a tool from the command line is a daunting task for 

biologists who are not well versed with Unix consoles. This work tries to address this 

issue by building a prototype web-front end to the tool chain. Using this interface, a user 

can upload small RNA sequence and genome files and run the run_patscan.py script from 

the website. It uses the Django framework (The Django framework, 1.7.1) for 

dynamically generating the contents. 
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Django is a high-level Python Web framework that encourages rapid development 

and clean, pragmatic design. Django's primary goal is to ease the creation of complex, 

database-driven websites. It emphasizes rapid development, reusability and 

“pluggability” of components. Python is used throughout, even for settings, files, and 

data models. 

Django follows model-view-controller (MVC) design pattern to build a dynamic 

website. Model refers to the data schema in the system; view is the way data is presented 

to the user; and controller refers to the linking and relations of different pages in the 

website. 

Typically one uses a database to store all data in a website, but since py-

miRCheck scripts deal with data in raw text format; its website does not use databases. 

Instead, it uses the Unix directory hierarchy to encapsulate the data. In other words, it 

maintains different paths to keep shared and user data separate. 

Since this website is a prototype of the interface, it does not feature authentication 

and multi-user support. However, it ensures that users cannot delete shared files on the 

server. It presents a dashboard (Figure 5) to the user showing statistics on files uploaded 

to the server. To prevent malicious attacks, there is a limit to the maximum file size 

(1GB). A web interface is also provided to manage the data easily (Figure 3). Multi-user 

support in the website through password based authentication could be used to provide 

security to uploaded user data and results. 

There are three primary backend scripts models.py, views.py and urls.py. As their 

names suggest, they define the data organization, layout and content of the presented web 

pages, and the links between the pages. In other words, urls.py identifies what view (web 

page) to provide when a link is clicked. The backend scripts integrate well with py-
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miRCheck scripts and also identify system status, which is displayed in the dashboard 

(Figure 5). The appearance of the website is enhanced with bootstrap (Bootstrap) code 

and JavaScript (JS, 1.8.5) in the webpages. Bootstrap provides responsive CSS (CSS, 

1996) templates for rapid development of websites. JavaScript is used for validating the 

forms. When a user uploads a file through the data management webpage and runs a job 

from the “Scan” webpage (Figure 4) by providing required parameters, the appropriate 

py-miRCheck script is launched by the Django backend scripts. Once the run completes, 

the data is presented to the user for downloading in the same webpage. Currently only 

run_patscan.py script is connected with the Django backend of the prototype website. All 

other miRCheck scripts could be connected with the website in similar way. 

  

Figure 3: Data Management Interface 
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Figure 4: Mapper Interface 

Figure 5: Dashboard 
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Chapter 4: Results:  py-miRCheck enhancement evaluation  

A primary motivation behind the development of py-miRCheck is correcting its 

inefficiencies. Among all the steps, identifying inverted repeats is the slowest one, as 

miRCheck serially evaluates each small sequence (20-30). Profiling a sample run of the 

miRCheck script reveals that it has a low cpu-utilization of 20% because the majority of 

the time is spent reading and writing files. This situation presents an opportunity to 

leverage the multiple cores in servers and PCs. py-miRCheck uses the python 

multiprocessing module to process N sequences in parallel. All performance data were 

collected in GSAF server fourierseq (Genomic Sequencing and Analysis Facility, GSAF). 

Its specification is provided in Table 3. 

Table 3: Specification of experimental system 

Component Specification 

Processor Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2690 0 @ 2.90GHz (8-cores) 

Memory 200 GB 

Disk 30 TB 

OS Ubuntu 12.04.4 LTS 

 

The results were collected on two different data sets – a small sample set and a 

large sequence obtained from the NCBI website. Each of the experiments was repeated 

five times, and the average and standard deviation of these runs were measured. The 

UNIX time utility was used to measure the real time used by the processes and the 

comparative analysis is presented in Figure 6 and Figure 7. 
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Figure 6 shows the speedup as the ratio of (miRCheck script run time) and (py-

miRCheck script run time) when evaluated on the large data set. Degree of parallelism 

refers to the number of processes launched in py-miRCheck script and was varied from 4 

to 128.  

 

 

Figure 6: Speedup measurements 

As expected, the speedup increases with the degree of parallelism and saturates 

near 128. At this point, even doubling the number of processes lead to less than 10% 

improvement. Since the CPU utilization was found to be about 20% in miRCheck script, 

it aligns quite well with the data as the peak improvement is seen around 32 processes in 

the experimental system. In summary, at the near optimal spot of 32-64 processes, py-

miRCheck runs about 50 times faster than miRCheck.  

The scaling study was performed on two data sets as mentioned above. The small 

data set highlighted the fact that a higher degree of parallelism does not necessarily mean 
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higher performance. In fact, at 128-degree of parallelism, the overhead of creating 

processes dominates and reduces the benefit from parallelism. On the other hand, the 

large data set shows linear scaling up to 32 processes and return on investment rapidly 

goes down after that point. Overall, the study shows very good linear scaling numbers 

with parallelism. In Figure 7, the runtime of the serial miRCheck experiments are also 

shown with dashed lines for reference. 

 

 

Figure 7: Scaling Data 

To summarize, py-miRCheck shows good linear scaling with a near optimal spot 

at around 32-degree of parallelism and provides about 50 times speedup over miRCheck. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and Future Work  

 Secondary structure prediction plays major role in identifying miRNAs in 

both plants and animals. Among the existing tools for secondary structure prediction, 

miRCheck is one of the most popular, but miRCheck can take days to analyze large 

sequences deposited in the NCBI repository. To get results in a fairly short amount of 

time, I introduced parallelization in the form of py-miRCheck. There are many other 

areas that could be addressed to increase efficiency and usability: i) lack of parameterized 

design, ii) procedural design, iii) lack of  GUI interface for running the tool chain, and iv) 

deployment-related problems. 

The methods used in this work to solve the above mentioned problems are listed 

in the following. 

Functionality:  

i) miRCheck does not have parameterized design. To change from the default 

configuration, one needs to change it in the Perl source file, which is extremely 

inconvenient. This study used the argparse module of Python to provide the flexibility of 

changing parameters at runtime. 

ii) The miRCheck codebase is designed in a procedural manner. This work 

addresses this issue by rewriting the code in an object-oriented fashion for improved 

readability and maintainability. 

iii) A Django based user friendly GUI has been developed for running the tool 

chain. 
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iv) Dependence on installing 3rd party tools (RNAfold, patscan) was a hindrance 

for usefulness with the original tool chain. This study introduces a feature that will 

provide the user with an option to automatically install the 3rd party tools and set up the 

environment. 

Efficiency: This modified tool chain has parallelized the search for matching sequences 

across the genome by using multiprocessing module of Python. 

Implementation of above-mentioned solutions resulted in a modified miRCheck 

tool chain (py-miRCheck) that is easy to use, and more than three times faster than the 

original miRCheck. A detailed evaluation of the performance of the tool demonstrates 

near linear scaling and tremendous improvements in efficiency in the experimental 

system. Using miRCheck from Unix command line interface often is difficult and 

challenging. An intuitive web-frontend was also prototyped using Django where users 

can submit example queries and download generated results. The tool chain is available 

for public use at https://github.com/pariban/codes with detailed documentation. The user-

friendly web prototype to the tool chain is available at http://pymircheck.redirectme.net/. 

 

While py-miRCheck addresses most of the drawbacks of original miRCheck 

toolchain, the web front-end is still a prototype. It can be improved by job submission 

and monitoring with Celery (Celery, 3.1) toolbox. Also, deploying it in a cluster 

environment with automatic job-submission in the backend is left as a future work to 

improve upon this work. 

https://github.com/pariban/codes
http://pymircheck.redirectme.net/
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Appendix 

The tool chain is available for download from GitHub (Git Version Control)at 

https://github.com/pariban/codes with detailed documentation.  

The user-friendly website for the modified tool chain is available at 

http://pymircheck.redirectme.net/. 

  

https://github.com/pariban/codes
http://pymircheck.redirectme.net/
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